
ORDER

Before the Mayor's Agent for D.C. Law 2-144, the Historic
Landmark and Historic District Protection Act of 1978.

H.P.A. No. 89-197 Application to raze the rear two story addition
504 Eye Street, N.W., Square 485, Lot 47.

Hearing Date: January 30, 1989

FINDINGS OF FACT:

1. The matter came before the Mayor's Agent for D.C. Law

2-144, the Historic Landmark and Historic District Protection Act

of 1978, codified as D.C. Code Section 5-1001 et Seq (the "Act"),

on an application for a permit to raze the rear two story

addition to its townhouse, located at 504 Eye Street, N.W., ("the

property").

2. Permit application HPA No. 89-197 was referred to the

Historic Preservation Review Board ("the Board") pursuant to

Section 5-1004 of the Act. On December 18, 1988, the Board

recommended to the Mayor's Agent that the permit be issued on the

grounds that the proposed demolition was consistent with the

purposes set forth in the Act.

3. In accordance with the Act, a Notice of Public Hearing

to consider HPA 89-197 was published in the District of Columbia

Register. Thereafter, on January 30, 1989, the Mayor's Agent

conducted a public hearing on the application. The only party at

the hearing was the applicant.



4. At the hearing, John Johnson, Secretary of the

applicant, testified that the Church's house of worship is

located at 500 Eye Street, N.W. The Church has been feeding the

homeless and needy in the area since 1982. The number of

homeless people has greatly increased in recent years,

overburdening the Church's resources and services. As a result,

the Church has sought to tear down the two story rear of its

adjacent building at 504 Eye Street, N.W., and build an addition

thereto. This addition would join the two properties and provide

the Church with much needed offices, meeting rooms and a bigger

clothing distribution area.

5. Mr. Alkon, the applicant's counsel, testified that the

Church has been pursuing the above noted objectives since

October, 1985, when the Church filed an application to close the

alley directly behind both 500 and 504 Eye Street, N.W. A law

was passed closing this alley and a plat filed, vesting title to

this alley exclusively in the Church.

6. Mr. Alkon and Mr. Johnson testified that the Church

initially planned to raze all of 504 Eye Street, N.W., and

replace it with a new larger building. They discussed this plan

with representatives of the Board and the Preservation League,

who urged that the existing building on the property be

preserved. In response, the Church suggested that the facade of

the building be preserved, but the rest of the building be razed.

Thereafter, representatives of the Church, Board and Preservation
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League inspected the property and the current plan for the

property was developed. This plan entails preserving and

renovating the three story front part of the building, raze the

two story rear portion, and constructing an improvement on the

rear which will join the two properties.

7. The inspection conducted by representatives of the

Church, Board and League, revealed that virtually all of the

significant historic features of the property were located in the

three story front part of the building, and not in the adjoining

two story rear section. Messrs. Alkon and Johnson testified that

the only notable historic feature in the rear is a mantlepiece,

which will be salvaged and moved into the front portion of the

building. Mr. Johnson described the appearance of the real

portion of the building as "unsightly".

8. Mr. Alkon pointed out that only the front of the

property's building is visible from the street. Since the front

will be restored, the Church will be protecting and enhancing the

property's attraction to visitors and the public in general. He

cited other factors supporting the granting of the application,

such as the 1986 Tax Reform Act resulting in a decrease of

preservation projects and the Church's need to expand in order to

continue to offer services to the community and exist as a

landmark structure in the area.

9. Messrs. Alkon and Johnson recounted the various parties

that the Church had conducted regarding its application. They
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explained that the Board, Preservation League, D.C. Advisory

Neighborhood Commission 2C (ANC 2C), Chinatown Steering

Committee, and Downtown Cluster of Churches had all expressed

their consent to and approval of the Church's application. The

Board's staff report and its recommendation approving the

application were introduced into evidence as Exhibit #2. Written

statements of approval from ANC 2C, the Preservation League,

Center City Community Corporation and from the Downtown Cluster

of Churches were introduced into evidence as Exhibit 4 and

Exhibit 5.

10. Mr. Burch was sworn in and described the Church's

project from an architectural viewpoint. To physically join the

cathedral at 500 Eye Street, N.W., and the improvement planned

for the property, a stained glass window from the facade on the

right side of the cathedral has to be removed. This window will

be saved and used to fill the upper level of the small area

between the front of the cathedral and the building at 504 Eye

Street, N.W. with a transition space being used for the lower

level. The building will also feature a new entry point and an

elevator, which are essential for older members of the Church.

The property's original windows will be preserved (although new

windows will also be added) as will the hand cast plaster

moldings.

11. Lori Ward, the Exective Director of the Preservation

League, testified that her organization was extremely pleased at

both the direction that the project had taken and the applicant's
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willingness to work with preservation and community groups. She

confirmed that the applicant's plan was consistent with the Act

since there would be no loss of significant features by the

razing of the two story rear of the property. She also pointed

out design concerns regarding the preservation of the cathedral's

cornices, the placement of its stained glass windows, and the

Preservation League's desires that the razing cause the least

amount of adverse impact upon the cathedral and that its

alterations be reversible. Consequently, the Peservation League

strongly supported the application, and asked that the project be

submitted to the Board for final design approval.

FINDINGS OF FACTS

1. The Mayor's Agent finds that the facades of the property

are significant because they contribute to the character of the

historic district.

2. The Church's plan for improving their property entails

preserving the facade of the building, renovating the three story

front, razing the two story rear and constructing an improvement

on the rear which will join the two properties.

3. Most of the significant historic features of the

property are located in the front part of the building, except a

mantlepiece, which will be salvaged.

4. The proposed demolition and construction will enhance

and safeguard the property and character of the historic

district.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Pursuant to Section 5-1004(e) of the Act, no demolition

permit may be issued unless the Mayor finds that "issuance of the

permit is necessary in the public interest, or that failure to

issue a permit will result in unreasonable economic hardship to

the owner".

2. Section 5-1002 of the Act defines "necessary in the

public interest" as "consistent with the purposes set forth in

Section 5-1001(b) of the Act" or "necessary to allow the

construction of a project of special merit".

3. The purposes of the Act as set forth in Section 5-

1001(b) are as follows:

a. To retain and enhance those properties which

contribute to the character of the historic district and to

encourage their adaptation for current use,

b. To assure that alterations of existing structures

are compatible with the character of the historic district; and

c. To assure that new construction and subdivisions

of lots in an historic district are compatible with the character

of the historic district.

4. The proposed partial demolition is "necessary in the

public interest" because it advances the purposes of the Act as

delineated in Section 5-1001(b).

5. The Church's application and plan are consistent with

the purposes set forth in Section 5-1001(b) of the Act because
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the property will be restored and enhanced, thus contributing to

the character of the historic district, and the neighboring

structures. The installation of an elevator, an added

entranceway, and new windows, will encourage the Church's

adaption for current use without causing the property to become

incompatible with the character of the historic district.

Approval of the application results in the restoration of

significant historic features, encourages significant

preservation work which could not occur without major

reconstruction, and enables the Church to expand and continue to

provide an array of important community services.

ORDERED

Issue demolition permit. Application for HPA No.89-197 is

necessary in the public interest as set forth in Section

5-1001(b) of the Act.
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